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Abstract. To determine those storms associated with the convective clouds 
is necessary a good knowledge of the vertical profile of the troposphere. To 
determine this parameter, it's essential to make the Skew-T diagrams. From 
these, we can extract useful information relating to the level of free 
convection (LFC), the equilibrium level (EL), and the maximum speed of 
the updraft. The parameter brought in the discussion is handy to hail's 
forecast. Therefore, based on this parameter, of the ascendant airflow flux, 
it can determine the dimension of the hail. Besides to determine the hail's 
sizes, from Skew-T diagram we can find other parameters, such as the Total 
Totals Index (TTI), this being useful to decide on the coverage rate of the 
storms, the K Index (KI) - helpful in the case of convections who occur in 
the same air-mass. The Skew-T diagrams are useful to determine the 
conductor flux's speed and direction; this is situated between 700 to 500 
hPa geopotential heights. Noteworthy are the synoptically materials, by 
analyzing the way of disposing of the isobars who can be a good indicator 
of the severity of the storm. Also, the synoptically materials examine at the 
500 hPa, 300 hPa, and 200 hPa geopotential to notice if occur the 'cut-off 
low' areas in the high troposphere. To see if a cloud system is dangerous of 
hail will be following the cloud's top temperature. 
 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
The convective processes are the result of many facts such as water vapors 

in the atmosphere (Horgan et al. 2007), air-temperature, the updraft, and the 
evolution of the synoptically patterns.  Their meeting is favorable to convective 
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developments, which, many times, can generate damages or even injuries. This 
study shows the way by which we can forecast the approximate dimensions of 
hail in the high reflectivity area from the cloud.   

The geographical position of Moldavia at the level of Romania is one 
favorable of the convective process’ development. This region is situated on 
the eastern side of the Carpathian range. The characteristic shown here, given 
by the shape of Wooded Carpathians (Ukraine) and Eastern Carpathian 
(Romania), favors the cold air-mass’ movement from the Northern Sea and 
north side of Atlantic towards the studying region. So, the air-mass with its 
characteristics shows a movement from west-northwesterly towards east-
southeasterly. This movement takes place over the German-Poland Plain. The 
contact area constituted between German-Poland Plain and Wooded/Eastern 
Carpathian is one favorable to change the mainstream of the air-masses 
movement. That new direction becomes one from north-westerly to south-east. 
In doing so, based on the `Coandă Effect’ (Bordei-Ion N., 1988, Apostol, Sfîcă, 
2013), the cold air-mass will advance toward Moldavia where will replace the 
previously warm air-mass. This context is favorable to develop huge 
convective clouds.  

The phenomenon of convection in Romania was overestimated, but 
without arguments. Hârjoabă, Crețu (1984), determine that the phenomenon 
produces less than 5% of the annual amount of precipitation. But there is also 
convection on the frontal surfaces, overall, the convection producing higher 
amounts of precipitation, visible fact by hourly analysis of precipitation 
quantities (Apostol, 2000, Apostol, 2004). The high percentage of precipitation 
quantities produced by the thermo-hydric convection is also suggested by the 
high percentage of the precipitations in the hot semester, compared to those in 
the cold semester (Apostol, 1987). 

Alongside the synoptically pattern, in the evolution of convective 
processes at the level of the studied area, the importance is shown by local 
facts, such as topography or lakes. The vegetation plays an essential role in 
convective thermodynamic processes at the regional scale. That role is 
highlighted by moisture surplus, aspect what’s noticed best during May and 
June, a period when the vegetation is at its maximum level of the development 
(Marsham et al. 2008). 

By the studies made at the studied region’s level, the numbers of days 
with hail falls are between 0.8 and 1.2, especially outside of the Carpathian 
Range (Machidon, 2009; Apostol, Machidon, 2009). 

Making such forecasts regarding hail’s dimensions is one very important 
for hail suppression units. In conformity with these forecasts, in the frame of 
recalled units can be approached the most appropriates strategies to diminish 
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the damages caused by hail falls on-farm areas and not only. Moreover, the 
hail’ forecast involves besides proper process, highlighting of other 
characteristics of convective clouds, such as the speed of updraft, base of 
convections, or level of free convection – LFC, and the superior part of the 
cloud, or the equilibrium level – EL. Also, we can determine other parameters 
such as the direction and speed of the cloud’s movement, associated air-mass. 
Here, we can speak about types of convective clouds, such as unicellular or 
multi-cells related to the same air-mass. Besides, we can take into account 
those associated with a squall line, such supercells or even a mesoscale 
convective system – MCS.   

 
1. DATA AND METHODS  

 

To accomplish a hail forecast, the first tool to determine that is the Skew-
T diagram (fig. 1). By that it can follow the evolution of the thermodynamic 
facts on the vertical section where is contained all of the troposphere. 
Concretely, it can be identified the level of free convection – LFC, the area 
where it’s anticipated the highest values of updraft, and the equilibrium level – 
EL.   

On the shown material, they can identify the following parameters, 
useful to determine the approximately hail’s dimension in the cloud:  

1 – Line drown at Tw with mixing ratio; 2 – Line drown from T in 
accordance with the dry adiabatic; 3 – The base where the clouds are 
developed (LLC); 4 – Base of level of free convection (LFC); 5 – The place 
where the updraft reaches its maximum speed (W); 6 – The place where the 
convective cloud enters its maximum phase of development, top or equilibrium 
level (EL); 7 – level of 700 hPa; 8 – level of 500 hPa; Those two level are 
crucial to determine the speed and movement direction of clouds.  

Once found all necessary parameters, it’s used the following formula (1) 
to determine the approximate speed of updraft marked with 5 on the Skew-T 
diagram.  

  

Wm=
√2∗𝑅∗𝐶𝑝∗(𝑇′−𝑇)∗lg(

𝑇LFC

TWMax
)

2
, (1), where:  

 
R – The universal constant of gases; Cp – The caloric capacity of air; 

(T-T’) – Difference between temperatures of environment bounded by the 

LFC and air; lg (TLFC/TWmax) - decadic logarithm from rapport of level 
free convection pressure (TLFC), and the place where it’s expecting the 
maximum speed of updraft (TWmax).  
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Figure 1. The way to determine the convective process with the Skew-T diagram’s aid. 
(https://www.meteociel.fr/modeles/gfse_3d.php?lat=46.32&lon=25.44&ech=6&zoom=2.2) 

 

Once computed this value, to find the updraft’s values, the result will be 
divided at two. From the moment when we found that value, it’s possible to 
forecast the appropriate values of hail in the place of cloud characterized by 
maximum values of reflectivity. To find this, we’ll use the following formula 
(2): 

 
Cm_hail = 2*((3*0.55*1.0033*(Wm*Wm)/(8*9.8*900))*100,  (2). 
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Besides of hail dimensions’ compute, essential to forecast the convective 
processes are the follows indices of instability: Total Index (TT) and K Index 
(KI). To apply the TT index can be found the spread and severity of storm. To 
compute this index will be applied the following formula (3): 

 
TT = (T850 - T500) + (Td850 - T500),  (3) 

 
Values found with this formula will be compared with namely 

thresholds, as follows:  
TT < 44: thunderstorms unlikely; TT 44 to 45: isolated thunderstorms; 

TT 46 to 47: scattered thunderstorms; TT 48 to 49: scattered thunderstorms, 
isolated severe thunderstorms; TT 50 to 51: few thunderstorms, scattered 
severe thunderstorms, isolated tornadoes; TT 52 to 55: few to numerous 
thunderstorms, scattered to few severe thunderstorms, isolated to scattered 
tornadoes; TT > 56: numerous thunderstorms, few severe thunderstorms, 
scattered tornadoes.   (https://www.skystef.be/calculator-totaltotalsindex.htm) 

The K index is a good indicator to determine the severity of storms in 
the frame of the same air-mass. This study, being an experiment to forecast the 
hail’ dimensions during May and June 2019, also contain those types of storms 
which have generated themselves in the same air-mass.  

To compute the recalled indicator, we’ll use the following formula (4): 
 

K = (T850 -T500) + Td850 - (T700-Td700), (4) 
 

Valid for 3rd and 4th formulas: T850 – The air-mass parcel temperature 
at 850 hPa level; T700 - The air-mass parcel temperature at 700 hPa level; 
T500 - air-mass parcel temperature at 500 hPa level; Td850 – The dew-point 
temperature at 850 hPa level; Td500 - The dew-point temperature at 500 hPa 
level.  

Similarly with the previously index, the values found will be compared 
with namely thresholds as follow:  

KI <20: thunderstorms unlikely;  KI 20 to 25: isolated thunderstorms; 
KI 26 to 30: scattered thunderstorms; KI 31 to 35: few thunderstorms; KI 36 

to 40: few to numerous thunderstorms; KI > 40: almost 100% risk for 
thunderstorms. (https://www.skystef.be/calculator-k-index.htm).  

Besides those shown, by importance at the convective clouds’ forecast is 
the speed and movement of air-mass. To determine those parameters, by 
importance were the values of air-masses movements at 700 and 500 hPa 
geopotential. So, for speed was used the following compute formula (5): 
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Vm=(700hPa+500hPa)/2 
 

V_movement=(Vm*0.83)+3.6       (5).  
 

V – Speed 
 
 

2. RESULT AND DISCUSION – CASE STUDIES 
 

May 19
th

, 2019 

The day of May 19th, 2019 was characterized by warm weather, but into a 
cyclonic synoptically pattern. The air-mass movements during that day 
prevailed from the south-easterly sector, fed with moisture from the western 
side of the Black Sea. The presence of low-atmospherically areas over the 
Mediterranean Sea, meantime with an anti-cyclonic area placed over the 
eastern and north-eastern parts of Europe, drove to the development of troughs 
placed at the East and North-Eastern part of Romania. (fig. 2). 

The meteorological-synoptically pattern illustrated has driven to develop 
very well organized convective cells in the Eastern part of Romania, more 
accurate over the Moldavia territory. All of those were associated with the 
troughs shown. Based upon thermodynamic processes’ studies in the 
troposphere, were favorable conditions to develop huge convective clouds with 
high disruptive potential.  

The afternoon of May 19th, 2019, shows very high indicators for storms, 
such as the lifted index (LI) with values who went down under -8 to -6. CAPE 
(Convective Available Potential Energy) exceeded 2100 J/kg. Besides, the 
Total Index (TTI) shown values of 51 to 54, a fact that characterized the day 
with very many storms, one of them was severe. Also, high values for K Index 
(KI) with values of 31 to 34 what means that there were convective clouds 
structures by cluster type. 

Based on the previous material shown (fig. 3), it can notice a 
comprehensive development of the convective clouds. The base of free 
convection at the local level (LFC) situated at 1400 m altitude that means an 
equivalent of 864 hPa. The superior part of convections has placed at 11150 m 
altitude, with a temperature of the cloud top around -57°C. The place with 
maximum updraft estimated at 7900 m high or 360 hPa, conditions where the 
speed of the parameter has shown values between 28 and 32 m/s. In those 
conditions, the hail’ dimensions into the place with a high rate of updraft were 
around 3.7 to 4.4 cm in diameter.  
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Figure 2. The synoptically context in Europe for May 19th, 2019 at 12:00 UTC 
 Credit: https://www.facebook.com/Meteo.Moldova and http://www.pogodynka.pl 

 
The speed of convective cells’ movements was between 25 and 29 km/h 

from the south-south-eastern part (azimuth 155 to 170°).  
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Figure 3. The thermodynamically in the Eastern part of Moldavia, May 19th, 2019, 
15:00 UTC 

 
The convective process forecast with anticipation around 5 to 6 hours is 

validated with the RADAR aid, product available for the Moldavia area (fig. 
4). 
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Figure 4. RADAR data from Bârnova ( Iași County) available for Moldavia area on 
May 19th, 2019. Credit: WSR-98D from National Weather Administration Network via 

U.C.C.G ‘Moldova 1’ Iași  
 

May 20
th

, 2019.  

Previously day was characterized by a movement toward north-north-
eastern of a Mediterranean low-depression that associated with an 
atmospherically cold front. That has crossed the geographical area of Moldavia 
during the evening and the next night. On the front side of the low-depression 
were favorable conditions for locally convective developments. Alongside the 
low-depression area, in the Eastern part of Europe was active in a high-
pressure area (fig. 5). The coupling between those two synoptically areas were 
favorable for warm and moist air-masses over the Romania territory. 
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For this interval, the process of anticipating all the convective parameters 
was made with 24 hours in advance. So, based on the analyzed parameters on 
the Skew-T diagrams, the convective processes have shown values very high. 
The lifted index (LI) was between -5 to -4 and CAPE by 1300 to 1600 J/kg. 
Moreover, the Total Index (TTI) has shown values which placed between 51 
and 53 where the convective clouds generated, locally, severe storms. Because 
on that day was a frontal passage, the K Index (KI) doesn’t show any 
relevance. This index (KI) is available only then we are speaking about the 
atmospherically instability in the same air-mass.  

 

 
 

Figure 5. The synoptically context in Europe for May 20th, 2019 at 12:00 UTC 
Credit: http://www.pogodynka.pl 

 
From the making of the present forecast had resulted in the hail’s 

dimensions into the clouds over the northern part of Moldavia by 3.0 to 3.7 cm 
in diameter. The most common values were those by 3.4 cm in width, where 
the updraft showed the maximum speed, around 25 to 29 m/s - the interest area 
placed at 7500 to 7900 m heights or equivalent of 370 hPa. (fig. 6).  

The local free of convection placed at 1160 m (886 hPa) and the 
equilibrium level (EL) or the top of the cloud, set at 11400 m and temperature 
by -58°C. The average speed of clouds’ movement was between 55 and 60 
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km/h from south to north (azimuth 170 to 185°). The high values of the 
movements indicate that the convective clouds were associated with a cold 
front advance about who we talked. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. The thermodynamically in the Eastern part of Moldavia, May 20th, 2019, 
12:00 UTC 

 
All of those illustrated on the forecast materials with 24 hours in advance 

was checked, with some variations of the convective clouds movement’s 
speed. So, on the weather forecast made back with a day, the speeds waited 
were around 55 to 60 km/h. The real values, following the RADAR material, 
were just 38 to 45 km/h. All the other parameters forecasted conformed to the 
results displayed by RADAR (fig. 7).  
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An important feature is that represented by Carpathian Range. They have 
some particular aspects regarding the thermodynamically locally features. So, 
all of those aspects can’t be taken into account on the prompt resolution of 
numerical atmospherically models. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. RADAR data from Bârnova ( Iași County) available for Moldavia area on 
May 20th, 2019. Credit: WSR-98D from National Weather Administration Network via 
U.C.C.G ‘Moldova 1’ Iași  

 
June, 3

rd
, 2019.  

A high rate of atmospherical instability characterized in June 2019. 
During this month over the south-eastern and central south-eastern part of 
Europe prevailed in the low-atmospherically areas. Romania situated into the 
warm sector of those depressions. As a result, there was a warm and humid 
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weather pattern, the leading cause of the storms, more of them in the same air-
mass.  

Regarding June 3rd, 2019, Romania’s geographical area situated over the 
north-north-eastern side of a low-depression area that was centered somewhere 
over the northern part of the Balkan Peninsula. On this synoptically pattern 
illustrated (fig. 8), towards Romania were favorable warm and moist air-
masses advection from south-eastern. All of those air-masses’ characteristics 
were associated with crossing the western part of the Black Sea. The high 
intensity of the warm air-mass advection and the cyclonic regime were ideal 
for generating an upper trough, that ideal for tall and severe convection 
processes. 

 

 
 

Figure 8. The synoptically context in Europe for June 3rd, 2019 at 00:00 UTC 
Credit: http://www.pogodynka.pl 

 
For the reference day, the hail’s forecast and other parameters associated 

with convective processes made with 26 hours in advance. So, the level of free 
convection placed at 1560 m height and the top of the cloud, or equilibrium 
level, was at 10580 m. The temperature at this level of cloud was around -52°C 
(fig. 9).  

The hail’s dimensions anticipated were, on average, by 2.0 to 3.0 cm in 
diameter, all of those at approximately 5500 to 5800 m where the speed of the 
updraft was by 20 to 23 m/s. The K Index (KI) values were around 33 to 35 
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and 51 to 53 for the Total Index (TTI). That characteristic has shown that 
locally, the storms were intense. LI was around -3 to -2 and the convective 
potential, or CAPE, by 1200 to 1400 J/kg. The average speed of convective 
cells’ movement was forecasted to reach speeds around 10 to 15 km from 
south-eastern, generally (azimuth 130 to 145°).  
 

 
 

Figure 9. The thermodynamically in the Eastern part of Moldavia, June 3rd, 2019, 
15:00 UTC 

 
All of those shows were validate in the right way, the proof being the 

values on the day displayed by the weather RADAR (fig. 10).   
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Figure 10. RADAR data from Bârnova ( Iași County) available for Moldavia area on 
June, 3rd, 2019. Credit: WSR-98D from National Weather Administration Network via 

U.C.C.G ‘Moldova 1’ Iași  
 

CONCLUSIONS  
 
In this paper, it can notice that the forecast of storms associated with hail 

can be made with 6; 12; 18 or even 24 hours in advance. The rate in which all 
of those predictions can be made is around 85 to 90%.  

Besides, for a perspective, it’s shown a table (tab.1) who illustrates, beside 
dimensions of hail, other parameters such speed and direction of convective 
cells, the reflectivity, the thickness of convective cells, and the temperature of 
the cells’ top.  
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Table 1. A comparison between forecasted parameters and those shown by RADAR 
WSR-98D Bârnova, Iasi County 
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